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About AMII

The Australian Multicultural Interaction Institute (AMII) is newly established institute to promote intercultural interaction around the world.

The objectives and services of the AMII are:

	To offer interactive education programs such as intercultural study tour, educational workshops, student exchange, seminars and conferences;
	To provide translation services, such as conference related information, excerpts of journal articles (with author consent), Australian university information (e.g. course information), preparing supporting documents for applications, and other information (policy documents).
	To promote research sharing through a new academic journal entitled "International Journal of Innovative Interdisciplinary Research". The first issue of the Journal will be published in December 2011.
	To support resource sharing, in the spirit of education and research without borders; and
	To promote global understanding and collaborative co-existence.


We would like to welcome your initiatives, support and collaboration to enhance the quality of AMII and intercultural interaction.


An essay on the historical period is the last task in the history exam. Any essay, regardless of the subject, teaches you to think critically. Regarding history - to reflect on events and reveal the personality of a historical character. Students who cannot write a historical essay themselves can order one if needed using the essay helper service. Students can find the author they want to work with, and everything is plagiarized for added peace of mind. You can contact support via toll-free phone, live chat, or email. There are no queues in the chat, and support representatives join the chat immediately after you ask a question.


Ethnic aspects of education are among the problems that affect the basis of the process of transmitting culture from generation to generation and link various areas of humanitarian knowledge. Recently, much attention has been paid to the modernization of the education system by introducing a multicultural component into it. It is necessary to consider the importance of multicultural interaction. But if you are too busy with your studies, you can outsource some of the work to a professional writing service. Many students experience difficulties in writing an essay and do not know how to solve this problem, the specialists of Educibly service will help to cope with the task. 




International Journal of Innovative Interdisciplinary Research

IJIIR publishes papers dealing with theoretical research and contextual research in various disciplines and socio-cultural discourses. It allows researchers to share results and insights about newest research projects. Newest issues...
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